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     COURSE OUTLINE 

 

I. Catalogue Description 

 

 MU 174  Studio Percussion (1) 

 

 A series of 10 specialized individual instruction lessons. Repertoire and technical studies 

determined by emphasis selected as appropriate for timpani, mallet instruments, and other 

percussion specialties. Jury examination at the end of each quarter. Total credit limited by 

emphasis requirements. Prerequisite: minimum performance requirement posted in Music 

Department. Course not available to non-majors except by special audition. Permission to 

enroll by instructor only.  Repeatable up to 9 units. 

 

II. Required Background or Experience 

 

 .Percussion 

 The student will prepare the following based on his/her chosen emphasis area:  

 Performance (classical):  Three prepared etudes (snare, timpani, marimba) 

 Performance (commercial):   Three prepared chart excerpts (swing, latin, rock) 

  Music Ed:  One prepared etude (chosen from snare, timpani,  

   marimba, drumset) 

  *If a student has had limited or no experience on some instruments, then the department  

  may waive multiple etudes. 
 

III. Expected Outcomes 

 

 The student will be able to perform: 

1. A specified amount of repertoire as a result of the work on the selected instrument.  

2. A specified amount of technical studies . 

 

IV. Text and Readings 

 

 There are many printed instruction books.  

 

V. Minimum Student Materials 

 

 Musical instruments appropriate for the course of study. 

 

VI. Minimum College Facilities 

 



 Practice room, sound proof studio for the lesson. 

 

VII. Course Outline 

 

A progressive series of lesson assignments which build the physical and musical skill of 

performance. Specific course outline will vary with each student, dependent on physical 

skill development, musical experience.  

  

VIII. Instructional Methods 

 

 Student given weekly assigned tasks to master which lead to larger paradigms of 

 technical and musical mastery.  

 

IX. Evaluation of Outcomes 

  

1. Weekly assignment of grade 

2.  juried final  

 

 


